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1.

OVERVIEW

Along with other Cape Cod communities, the Town of Provincetown, Massachusetts is vulnerable to a wide range of
natural hazards, some of which will be exacerbated by climate change, sea level rise and associated storm surge. The
community has been proactively discussing and planning for these impacts and changes. Due to Provincetown’s
location, a peninsula at the end of Cape Cod, storm events have caused damage, even as recently as the winter of
2018. Coastal flooding, inland flooding, power outages, coastal erosion, residential and commercial property damage
and damage to Town property and buildings were unfortunate outcomes.
Provincetown has specifically been managing impacts and damage in recent years associated with the following:


Commercial Street/Downtown Area Flooding,



Town Hall Flooding,



Coastal Erosion at Herring Cove and along the Provincetown Harbor Waterfront,



Emergency Services Located in Floodplain Areas, and



Property Damage to Residential Homes and Commercial Businesses Due to Flooding and Severe Storms.

As Provincetown continues to move forward with mitigation, adaptation and resiliency focused goals and actions,
seeking out supplemental funding sources remains a key focus. In 2018, the community applied for and received a
Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Planning Grant from the Massachusetts Executive Office of Energy and
Environmental Affairs. This was the second round of MVP planning grants to be awarded with the purpose of supporting
communities who want to plan for climate change resiliency and implement priority projects. Provincetown began the
planning process in the fall of 2018 and held its Community Resiliency Building (CRB) workshop in March 2019.
Upon completion of the planning process, Provincetown will become a certified MVP community and eligible to apply
for Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness Action Grants. This Summary of Findings captures Provincetown’s process
and efforts to reach this designation and will propel the community forward to continue its resiliency planning, projects
and community engagement.
1.1

Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness Process

Provincetown received grant funding to conduct the Community Resiliency Building Workshop as well as one specific
engagement session targeted toward part-time or seasonal residents and one specific engagement session targeted
toward residents who live in or are associated with the designated Environmental Justice area of the community. To
start the process, a kick-off meeting was held with a Core Team of participants.

1.2

Community Resiliency Building Workshop Core Team

Provincetown’s Community Resiliency Building Workshop was led by a local Core Team which included the following
individuals and Town departments:







Timothy Famulare, Environmental Planner & Conservation Agent | Lead Project Manager for MVP/CRB
Rex McKinsey, Harbormaster
David Gardner, Assistant Town Manager/Acting Town Manager
Erin Ellis, Project Administrator
Bob Capurso, Town Engineer
Lezli Rowell, Health Agent
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Greg Hennick, Lieutenant/Police Department
Anne Howard, Building Commissioner
Chris Hottle, Director/Council on Aging
Jeff Ribeiro, Town Planner

Other key individuals who participated during the process of planning the workshop included:





David Panagore, Former Town Manager
Lauren McKean, Cape Cod National Seashore
Richard Waldo, DPW Director
Eric Sussman, Emergency Manager

Provincetown contracted with Woodard & Curran to support and help implement the Community Resiliency Building
process required as a part of the MVP program. The Core Team held an initial project kick off meeting on December
13, 2018 to discuss the overall MVP planning process and start planning for the upcoming CRB workshop.

1.2.1

Community Resiliency Building Workshop

Provincetown held its Community Resiliency Building
(CRB) workshop on March 15, 2019, at the Center for
Coastal Studies located at 5 Holway Avenue. The Core
Team and Woodard & Curran worked together to develop
an agenda that was both informative, engaging and
aligned with the objectives of the workshop which were to:


Define extreme weather and natural and climate
related hazards impacting Provincetown,



Identify existing and future vulnerabilities and
strengths,



Develop and prioritize actions for the community
and broader stakeholder networks, and



Identify opportunities for the community to
advance actions to reduce risks and build
resilience.

The Core Team, led by Tim Famulare and under the
direction of former Town Manager, David Panagore,
conducted outreach to town boards and committees
through presentations, emails, phone calls and meetings
to gather their support and participation in the upcoming
CRB workshop. The outreach was successful and there were 55 participants for the eight-hour workshop. Other
partners for the CRB workshop included the Center for Coastal Studies and the Cape Cod Cooperative Extension.
The CRB workshop also focused on learning information from attendees through a personal reflection format that
asked what they felt the community’s biggest challenges are regarding resiliency. The agenda built upon this exercise
by educating participants with the goal of increasing local awareness of risks facing the community from natural and
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climate-related hazards. Identifying vulnerabilities and strengths in Provincetown from an infrastructure, societal and
environmental perspective served as the foundation for the end of day discussions about action steps.
1.2.2

Listening Session

Provincetown engaged stakeholders at a Listening Session which was held on April 11, 2019 at Town Hall. The
Listening Session included a summary of the Community Resiliency Building workshop process and findings. Key
discussion points from the Listening Session include:




1.2.3

Mitigating flooding in Provincetown and increasing awareness to homeowners and businesses about potential
issues.
Natural infrastructure flood and storm mitigation techniques such as beach nourishment and dune
enhancement.
Managing natural hazard situations for both the year-round population and during the busy summer months
when thousands of additional residents and visitors are in town.
Desire of stakeholders to increase awareness of and use of green infrastructure techniques, including planting
and managing trees.
Part-Time or Seasonal Resident Engagement

On May 17, 2019, Provincetown held an engagement session about the Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness planning
process specifically for part-time or seasonal residents at The Commons, located at 46 Bradford Street. Attendees at
this engagement session focused on learning and understanding background information about the project and
community, learning about the Community Resiliency Building Workshop and then sharing their thoughts and ideas on
how Provincetown can focus on adaptation strategies to increase resiliency.
1.2.4

Environmental Justice Area Engagement

Provincetown held an additional resident engagement session on June 5, 2019 at the Veterans Memorial Community
Center that focused on the designated Environmental Justice (EJ) area (based on income) in the community (see
Figure 1). EJ is a concept that refers to the fair distribution of environmental benefits and burdens in a community.
According to 2010 Census data, approximately 499 people live in the census tract associated with the EJ area.
Provincetown’s EJ area was designated because of the 499 people living in this area, 57% are considered to be of low
or moderate income or suffer from income isolation. The overall EJ concept refers to the fair distribution of
environmental benefits and burdens.
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Figure 1: Provincetown Environmental Justice Population (Income Based)

To inform residents and businesses about the event, an informational flyer was distributed to the backpacks of every
Provincetown public school student and to the family of each daycare participant in town - a total of 145 flyers. Flyers
for the event were also posted at the locations noted in Table 1. These locations were mostly located within the EJ
area and those that are not were selected because they are places likely to be visited by residents who live in the EJ
area. Flyers were also distributed to various community and public housing partners.

Table 1: Resident Engagement Informational Flyer Locations
Area
Commercial Street (East to West)

Bradford Street (West to East)

Provincetown, MA (0232136.00)

Location
St. Mary's Episcopal Church
Ice House Apartments
Angel Foods Grocery Store
Angel's Landing Retail and Residences
Public Library
Wired Puppy Coffee Shop
Land's End Hardware
Town Rest Rooms at MacMillan Public
Landing
Town Hall - Community Development
Unitarian Universalist Church
Seamen's Bank
USPS
Mussel Beach Gym
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Area

Shankpainter Road

Harry Kemp Way
Conwell Street
Other

Town of Truro, MA

Location
AIDS Support Group
Farland Provisions Grocery Store & Deli
East End Market Place Grocery Store & Deli
Provincetown Gym
Laundromat
Stop and Shop
Province Landing Affordable Housing
Herring Cove Animal Hospital
Methodist Church
Outer Cape Health Community Health Center
Maushope – Provincetown Housing Authority
Community Housing Resources
Helping Our Women – Nonprofit Organization
Ace Hardware
Seashore Point Senior Housing
Provincetown High School
Council on Aging/Recreation
St. Peter's Catholic Church
Salty Market Grocery Store & Deli
Savory and Sweet Escape Deli & Coffee Shop

Attendees at this engagement session focused on learning and understanding background information about the
project and community, learning about the Community Resiliency Building Workshop and then sharing their thoughts
and ideas on how Provincetown can focus on adaptation strategies to increase resiliency.

1.3

Other Recent Planning Efforts

Continuing to leverage the work that has already been done in Provincetown to actively address climate change and
natural hazard impacts is critically important to Town staff. Recent planning efforts were highlighted during the
workshop and subsequent resident engagement sessions by informing participants of the following plans and projects
that have been completed:










FEMA approved Hazard Mitigation Plan (2016)
Increasing Coastal Resiliency and Reducing Infrastructure Vulnerability by Mapping Inundation Pathways
(2016)
Coastal Zone Management Grant for Ryder Street Beach Dune Enhancement which was supported at the
Spring 2018 Town Meeting with a $200,000 CIP line item for beach nourishment projects. Currently this project
is in the design and permitting stage. If approved and constructed, it will provide a barrier for flood events that
have previously entered the Gosnold Street inundation pathway to contribute to flooding along Commercial
Street.
Community dialogue sessions in 2018 to discuss recent flooding events and flood insurance options and
requirements
Regularly seeking out other grant funding opportunities to advance needed resiliency projects such as the
Ryder Street Outfall
Installed a tide gauge to closely monitor daily tide levels
Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness Planning Grant (2018)
Town purchased a waterfront lot in 2018 that is currently used as commercial parking. There will be
improvements made to the property.
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Current purchase and sale agreement for a wooded lot off Bradford Street that abuts the Old Colony Nature
Trail
Health Director is introducing a revolving fund for residents to create rain gardens which will result in using
rain water for residential homes and help keep water off Commercial Street.
Beach Nourishment at Court Street (winter 2019)
Town hired an Emergency Manager as of Spring 2019

Many of the recommendations and next steps highlighted in some of these planning documents have been carried
forward during the Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness and Community Resiliency Building process for Provincetown.

Photos: Provincetown Community Resiliency Building Workshop, March 2019
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2.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Provincetown’s Summary of Findings is based on the outcomes of the March 15, 2019 CRB Workshop. The purpose
of the summary is to document the workshop and leverage the information to move forward with adaptation and
mitigation projects that are aligned with overall resiliency goals.
One of the first agenda items for the workshop was to listen to attendees about their thoughts on community challenges.
Participants were asked to think about and write down on a note card answers to the questions below. Participants
provided feedback for these questions which is summarized below in Table 2.
1) What are Provincetown’s biggest challenges? (infrastructure, societal, environment)
2) What are your goals for the day and what do you hope to gain from your participation in the
workshop?

Table 2: CRB Workshop Participant Reflection Summary
What are Provincetown’s biggest challenges?











Flooding
Sea level rise
Preserving coastline
Maintaining business community and property
values
Sewer system vulnerability
Sand management
Erosion
Management of development pressures and fragile
natural environment
Geographic vulnerability
Redundant water (and groundwater contamination)












Isolation
Evacuation (Route 6)
Inadequate drainage
Prioritizing needs
Resources (staff, financial) to address needs
Preservation of town character
Building consensus
Long term economic position
Storm mitigation
Zoning bylaws need updating

What are your goals for the day and what do you hope to gain from your participation in the
workshop?
 Hear others’ concerns and learn
 Think about solutions
 Contribute to defining protective measures for the
community
 Proactive planning and build connections
 Understand community options for improved resiliency
and the path forward
 Community concerns about vulnerable areas
 Prevent future structural damage
 Identify talking points to share with others and engage

Provincetown, MA (0232136.00)
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 Improved understanding of community
challenges
 Identify practical solutions that will work
 Focus on nature based solutions
 Start small and lead to larger results
 Learn - what can I do?
 Build community
 Be educated
 Witness the process
 Leave the workshop feeling positive
 Start to develop a long term plan
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2.1

Top Natural Hazards

Participants at the CRB workshop were divided into five tables for the day. Following the agenda, they were first asked
to identify what the top four natural hazards are that Provincetown faces. Prior to this discussion, two presentations
were given which included background information about the community relevant to the discussion and a presentation
from Mark Borrelli, Center for Coastal Studies, regarding the inundation pathway work that he and his colleagues had
conducted recently in the community.
The “Increasing Coastal Resiliency and Reducing Infrastructure Vulnerability by Mapping Inundation Pathways” project
was funded by the Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management. The goal of the project was to identify the most
critical facilities and infrastructure, conduct a detailed risk assessment, identify vulnerabilities and help prioritize
mitigation projects and adaptation strategies for Provincetown. One useful aspect of the project was the documented
flood elevations associated with coastal inundation – otherwise referred to as inundation pathways.
During the background information presentation, the Inundation
Pathways study was highlighted along with the recently completed
Provincetown Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP). To further leverage
existing work the town has already done, participants learned that
the following natural hazards were identified as impacting the
community during the HMP process:















2.2

Coastal Erosion
Fire
Flood
Hurricane/Tropical Storms
Landslide
Nor’easters
High Winds
Thunderstorms
Extreme Temperatures (heat, cold)
Drought
Culvert Failure
Severe Winter Weather
Sea Level Rise
Climate Change

Based on the background information
presented and what was learned about the
HMP, the natural hazards identified by the
CRB workshop participants that they were
most concerned about include:








Flooding
Sea Level Rise
Severe Storms/Wind
Coastal Erosion
Drought
Fire
Extreme Heat/Cold

Flooding, sea level rise and severe
storms/wind were identified on each of the
five matrix boards. The other natural
hazards were selected by some but not all
of the tables.

Identified Vulnerable Areas in the Community

Due to its coastal location and the fact that it is a peninsula, Provincetown in general was identified as being vulnerable
to the natural hazard events discussed by each table. The community is particularly vulnerable during any storm that
comes from the east (northeast to southeast). Participants did specifically focus on the downtown area of the
community which is densely developed and most vulnerable to storm events due to the number of residents,
businesses and visitors which frequent this area. Specific locations mentioned by participants at the workshop for that
should be considered for their vulnerability include:
Neighborhoods or Areas


Downtown/Commercial Street Area – This area has seen flooding and damage from various storm events
in the past from heavy precipitation and coastal flooding/storm surge.

Provincetown, MA (0232136.00)
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Ryder Street/Gosnold Street – This area has an identified inundation pathway. Currently, the town is using
Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management grant funding to design and permit a dune enhancement project.
If successful and the dune is constructed, it will serve to cut off this inundation pathway during future storm
events and reduce the impacts of flooding to this section of Commercial Street.



Court Street at Shank Painter Road – This area experiences flooding during heavy rain events due in part
to runoff from Shank Painter Road.



Shank Painter Area Flooding – A previous planning project identified a coastal storm inundation pathway
that if overtopped at a specific elevation at Herring Cove, would flood the Shank Painter Road area. The police
and fire stations are located along Shank Painter. This area is also known to have groundwater inundation
issues.



MacMillan Pier – Dredging work needs to be done to help protect this infrastructure and economic activity in
the area. During any dredging project, beneficial reuse of the materials should be considered.



Central Sewer Vacuum System – Located in the parking lot for MacMillan Pier, this key component of the
Town’s wastewater system is vulnerable to flooding and storm impacts.



Historic District – Located in Provincetown’s downtown area, there are 511 historic structures located in the
floodplain.



Route 6A at Snail Road – This was identified as an area that needs to be better protected due to the water
transmission line in this location. Discussion included potentially installing an oyster reef to build up sand.

Ecosystems


Herring Cove, Shank Painter Pond, Local Beaches and Dunes, Provincetown Waterfront and Harbor Area
which would benefit from Beach Nourishment and Sediment Management

Transportation


Route 6, Route 6A, Snail Road, Commercial Street, Provincelands Road, Howland Road, Conwell Road,
Provincetown Harbor, Provincetown Airport, Isolation of the community should Route 6 and 6A become
unusable

Infrastructure


2.3

Route 6, Route 6A, Water Transmission Mains, Sewer Infrastructure & Septic Systems, Wastewater
Treatment Plant, Pump Stations, Hatches Harbor Dike and the Airport, East End Outfalls near Kendall Lane,
Ryder Street Outfall, Gosnold Street Outfall and other outfalls in the community, MacMillan Pier, Coastal
Infrastructure, Culverts, Provincetown Airport, Municipal Services (Town Hall, Police, Fire, Emergency
Shelters)

Challenges and Concerns Presented by Natural Hazards

Participants at the CRB workshop identified a number of challenges and concerns that have been and will continue to
be presented to the town from natural hazard events, including impacts from climate change. Most recently in January
2018, a large storm event caused major flooding that resulted in three feet of water on parts of Commercial Street and
Province Lands Road, loss of power, damage to more than 50 homes and businesses, flooding of Town Hall and
flooding of the UU Meeting House (dated 1847) which had six inches of water on the first floor. Another Nor’Easter in
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March 2018 also resulted in power outages and damage to waterfront homes and businesses as well as localized
flooding.

Photo: Provincetown Town Hall During January 2018 Flood Event

Provincetown has also recovered from other storm events including:





Super Storm Sandy (2012) and Winter Storm Nemo (2013) – beach erosion, flooding, property damage,
significant damage to MacMillan Pier
Hurricane Earl (2010) and Irene (2011) – street flooding, loss of power
Great Storm of 1978 and Halloween Storm (1991) – caused property damage
Hurricane Bob (1991) – erosion from waves and wind, MacMillan Pier was submerged

These storm events, particularly the most recent one in 2018, have heightened awareness regarding the need to
become a resilient community and address climate change more specifically. Being prepared for and recovering from
natural hazard events in a variety of scenarios is critical for Provincetown – a community that sees an influx of residents
and visitors between April to November.
Four recent local studies were leveraged during the CRB workshop process and a summary of the recommendations
from each report was prepared as a handout. The purpose of this effort was to educate attendees about the work that
has been completed to date and to understand previous recommendations that would also apply to the CRB process.
The reports leveraged include:
1. Provincetown Coastal Resiliency Assessment and Strategic Beach Stabilization Pilot Project (2015)
2. Increasing Coastal Resiliency and Reducing Infrastructure Vulnerability by Mapping Inundation Pathways
(2016)
3. Provincetown Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) (2016)
4. Provincetown Harbor Management Plan (2018)
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2.3.1

Downtown Area & Commercial Street

Provincetown’s downtown area, which includes Commercial Street, has been at the forefront of resiliency related
discussions and improvements. From 2012 to 2014, Provincetown installed porous pavement along 1.5 miles of
Commercial Street, which has reduced stormwater runoff onto the beaches and into Provincetown Harbor. Stormwater
is now filtered through the porous pavement resulting in improved water quality within Provincetown Harbor.
Additionally, the Town cleans the pavement by vacuuming streets daily during the summer.
In 2016, Provincetown completed a study (Increasing Coastal Resiliency and Reducing Infrastructure Vulnerability by
Mapping Inundation Pathways) focused on identifying and planning for areas of the community where there is critical
infrastructure in place and that would be impacted by “inundation pathways.” The work included a risk assessment and
strategies to improve resilience of Provincetown’s critical infrastructure. The downtown area near Commercial Street
and Ryder Street includes critical infrastructure such as Town Hall, the Central Sewer Vacuum System, roadways and
pump stations. Two storm tide pathways were identified to impact this area and Provincetown Town Hall and MacMillan
Pier (where the Central Sewer Vacuum System is located) were identified as the second and third most at risk critical
assets in the community (see Figure 2). The report recommended eliminating this inundation pathway if possible.

Figure 2: Downtown/Commercial Street Inundation Pathway
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Since this report was completed, Provincetown has moved forward with a natural infrastructure solution to design and
permit a dune on Ryder Street beach (including natural plantings) that would block storm surge from flooding this
inundation pathway. In the Spring of 2019, dune design and permit documents were completed and submitted for
necessary local, state and federal approval.
Town Hall is located in an identified FEMA Floodplain (AE Zone) and is vulnerable to coastal flooding, flooding
associated with drainage issues and flooding exacerbated by high precipitation events (see Figure 3). The building is
historic and serves as the central location for town government. In addition to conducting Town business, Provincetown
also uses the building for entertainment events, celebration events (such as weddings) and meeting rental space which
all contributes to the local economy. This building has been impacted by flooding events in the past and continues to
be vulnerable to future hazards.
Provincetown has a highly valued second home market and most of these properties are in the densely developed
downtown area. The majority of downtown is also a historic district and over 500 properties in this area are historic
structures.

Figure 3: Provincetown, MA Downtown/Commercial Street Area in Floodplain

Town Hall

Other concerns and discussion topics that pertain to the Downtown or Commercial Street area (along with other
areas in Town) include:



The need for continued focus on natural infrastructure solutions and living shorelines,
Identification of a long-term sand supply is needed,

Provincetown, MA (0232136.00)
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2.3.2

The need to educate year-round and seasonal residents about flooding, sea level rise, climate change and
other issues the community faces – it is a constantly changing group of people,
A long-term solution is needed to address the sand impacts on outfall pipes that need continuous cleaning
and maintenance to clear the sand,
Quantification of the economic value of Provincetown Harbor that will help highlight the impact it has on the
community, region and State, and
Increased precipitation, increased runoff, increased pollutants into the harbor result in water quality impacts
and this needs to be understood, monitored and mitigated.

Emergency Management

Evacuation, shelter in place, community isolation during storm events, the ability to handle a large-scale emergency
event during busy summer months and distance from major medical care were all discussed as challenges faced by
Provincetown during the Community Resiliency Building Workshop. Provincetown does have a Local Emergency
Preparedness Committee (LEPC) whose goal is to prepare response plans that address human or natural hazard
threats to public health and safety. To date, this committee has helped prepare a Comprehensive Emergency
Management Plan, a Continuity of Operations Plan and several other overarching emergency preparedness and
response documents.
In 2019, Provincetown hired an Emergency Manager to support this committee and work with other departments. One
of the main focus areas for the current Emergency Manager is to conduct community engagement and outreach
activities to inform the public of Provincetown’s emergency management planning and to clarify what the plans are for
various emergency situations. The outreach includes messaging for short term guests and visitors as well as vulnerable
populations.
The 2016 Increasing Coastal Resiliency and Reducing Infrastructure Vulnerability by Mapping Inundation Pathways
study recognized the existing Police Station and Police Department as critical to the community in supporting public
safety. Its current location (in a FEMA floodplain) on Shank Painter Road has made it the subject of numerous recent
discussions and planning efforts – its location at a low elevation contributes to its flood risk. Provincetown is seeking
to construct the facility in another location outside of the floodplain but the project has not been funded yet. This
document also recognized the need to update the local Emergency Response Plan and take the opportunity to make
sure lessons learned from recent events, such as the January 2018 floods, are included.
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2.3.3

Utilities (Power, Water, Drainage, Wastewater)

Provincetown put a spotlight on critical infrastructure in
2016 with the completion of the Increasing Coastal
Resiliency and Reducing Infrastructure Vulnerability by
Mapping Inundation Pathways project. The goal of the
project was to identify the most critical facilities and
infrastructure, conduct a detailed risk assessment,
identify vulnerabilities and identify and prioritize
mitigation projects and adaptation strategies.
Utilities received the most support during the
Community Resiliency Building workshop and this
study should be leveraged for any future resiliency or
adaptation work in the community that will include
utilities and infrastructure or impact them in any
manner. Moving forward, Provincetown should also
consider the following principles for any project, plan or
implementation step focused on utilities which are
consistent with State guidelines outlines in the
Massachusetts Climate Adaptation Report:






Strengthening infrastructure resources to
increase their capacity to manage and
withstand climate change impacts.
Focus on conservation, efficiency, reuse and
redundancy for drinking water, drainage,
stormwater management and the sewer
system.
Flood proofing structures during upgrades or
routine maintenance.
During
infrastructure
maintenance,
replacement and rehabilitation, provide proper
lead time so that an adaptation strategy can
be included in the overall assessment of the
critical facility where applicable.

Increasing Coastal Resiliency and Reducing
Infrastructure Vulnerability by Mapping Inundation
Pathways Report
Recommendations in this study associated with utilities
include:








Conduct a drainage study for the area around Town
Hall and/or perform a groundwater study or
modeling analysis.
Conduct a drainage study for the area around Shank
Painter and/or perform a groundwater study or
modeling analysis.
Develop a strategy to conduct ongoing CCTV work
that will result in information that can be leveraged
for Operations & Maintenance work of the drainage
system. This needs to be done particularly in the
East End area near Kendall Lane.
Add redundant water transmission lines from Truro.
Currently the water transmission lines run along
Route 6A and Provincetown receives its water from
Truro and the roadway these lines are underneath
is inundated by sea water at times. Electric power
comes in through Route 6A as well.
Provincetown has 11 pump stations, some in high
risk areas. Flooding and power outages at pump
stations could result in interrupted sewer service or
sanitary sewer overflows which could impact public
health and the environment. Making pump station
improvements such as elevating them or relocating
equipment, developing standard operating
procedures and ensuring generator capacity and
availability are all key resiliency measures.

Other projects that were discussed during this process
and specifically mentioned by the DPW Director include planning for an emergency water connection and water supply
redundancy, reinforce Route 6A at Snail Road due to the water transmission line, accelerate all pump station resiliency
projects, address the Central Sewer Vacuum System resiliency issues by installing a redundant effluent pipe or
relocating it, preparing a Hydrologic & Hydraulic Study for Commercial Street, evaluate and improve the East End
Storm Drains that are in poor condition and more formally prepare a DPW deployment Emergency Response Plan that
focuses on flood control in priority areas.
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2.3.4

Beaches & Natural Infrastructure Enhancement

Provincetown’s beaches are one of the community’s biggest assets
and major contributors to the local economy and overall community
culture. The beaches experience accretion and erosion of sand and
sediment naturally and due to existing coastal infrastructure, such as
seawalls, the breakwater, and wave attenuators. In Provincetown’s
Harbor area, beach migration and sedimentation is a known, ongoing
problem.
The DPW currently conducts nourishment in some beach areas,
particularly at town landings including Atlantic Street. A nourishment
effort at Court Street receives sediment from accreting areas near
MacMillan Wharf. The 2018 Provincetown Harbor Plan discussed
how climate change will impact Provincetown’s beaches and noted
the following:

Provincetown Harbor Plan
This plan stated that beach nourishment,
sediment management and an overall plan
and strategy for managing natural
infrastructure will be necessary. Locations
in need of beach nourishment include:
 Court Street
 West End Boat Ramp
Known accumulation areas include:
 Ryder Street
 Gosnold Street



Beaches will be “flooded” due to sea level rise which will cause them to naturally move inland, become smaller
or disappear,



Heightened storm activity will impact movement of sediment causing more frequent erosion and accretion.
Should this occur, a secondary impact will be loss of habitat for wildlife, and



There will be an increase in post storm debris from runoff, damaged property and wave impacts.

Overall beach stability and erosion patterns are a concern due to coastal erosion from storm events and how it will
impact property, structures and public access and the siting of future dredge material disposal for beach nourishment
and flood prevention. Three recent local studies should be leveraged to help advance beach nourishment and the
potential for natural infrastructure adaptation measures.
1. Provincetown Coastal Resiliency Assessment and Strategic Beach Stabilization Pilot Project (2015) – This
study measured sediment transport and determined a sediment budget for just the Harbor area. Priority areas
known for sediment erosion issues that should be investigated further include:







East End in the Snail Road Vicinity – This is a challenging location due to wind and wave velocity. Critical
infrastructure is located in this area including power, water, wastewater and it also serves as an alternative
evacuation route.
East End Near Kendall Lane – This is an area that could be leveraged for introducing sediment back into
the natural system which would serve as beach nourishment. Considerations include drainage and flooding
problems in the area between Bradford and Commercial Streets – these are further complicated by high tides
and storm events. There are also outfall pipes and drainage systems beneath private property and seawalls
that need to be considered before any beach nourishment.
West End Near Court Street – This is an opportunity to relocate accumulated sand at Ryder Street beach to
the Court Street area as beach nourishment. Removing the outfall pipe blockage at Ryder Street would further
help protect Town Hall and other critical infrastructure. The Ryder Street Beach Dune Enhancement project
is currently in the design and permitting phase. Beach nourishment would complement this ongoing work.
West End Near Provincetown Inn – This area is an accretion site for sand which can be problematic.
Accumulated sand at the Provincetown Inn has eroded from the littoral sub-cell between the Coast Guard Pier
and West End Boat ramp.
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Additional beach nourishment conclusions focused on the following:


The Harbor shoreline is gaining sand with accretion the greatest at the East End thereby decreasing at the
West End. Eroding beaches may be observed due to coastal infrastructure or erosion control structures that
block sand movement.



There are sub-littoral cells in the West End centered on Court Street and the boat ramp.



East End nourishment including consideration of stormwater drains and bulkheads.

This study should be leveraged for any future beach nourishment/sediment management work in the community.
2. Increasing Coastal Resiliency and Reducing Infrastructure Vulnerability by Mapping Inundation Pathways
(2016) – This report was discussed in a previous section. It also addresses the importance of beach nourishment
as an adaptive strategy to enhance natural storm damage protection and coastal resilience. The specific beach
nourishment project noted in this report is associated with Ryder Street Beach. Since the completion of this report,
the Town has been able to move forward with the design and permitting of a dune enhancement project on Ryder
Street Beach to enhance natural storm damage protection and coastal resilience. The next step is funding actual
construction of this dune once it is through the permitting phase.
3. Provincetown Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) (2016) –
Prepared in accordance with FEMA guidelines, the HMP’s
focus is to reduce damages resulting from natural hazards by
implementing sustained actions to reduce or eliminate long‐
term risk to human life and property from hazards. The HMP is
also about building a successful, long‐term outreach strategy
to educate residents about natural hazards that could affect
the Town, to prepare them in case a storm impacts the Town,
and to create a resilient Provincetown that can recover after a
storm event occurs.

2.4

Current Strengths and Assets

Provincetown Hazard Mitigation Plan
The HMP discussed beach nourishment and
recommended the following:
 Pursue beach nourishment opportunities
near Snail Road.
 Monitor beach conditions and evaluate all
vulnerable shoreline areas for possible
future nourishment and beach
stabilization projects.

Provincetown is fortunate to have characteristics that provide an
asset or strength during natural hazard events to the community such as the beaches, naturally occurring dunes and
wetlands, the coastal infrastructure that exists and a strong emergency management team. During the CRB workshop,
participants also identified the following strengths:


Long Point Dike which is 6,150 feet long and extending southerly from Stevens Point across House Point
Island Flats protects the harbor from offshore coastal hazards.



Stone breakwater parallel to shore 835 feet from end of MacMillan Pier which is 2,500 feet long and at
elevation 15.5 feet, also protects the harbor from coastal hazards.



Provincetown Airport is a destination airport from Logan International in Boston. It provides commercial airline
service to the Cape Cod region and is sited on 331 acres of land administered by the National Park Service.
This airport could provide a lifeline if needed during an emergency. The airport also contributes millions of
dollars to the local economy.



Hatches Harbor Dike which was constructed across the Hatches Harbor salt marsh in 1930.
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Installation of a community battery at transfer station to improve reliability of the electrical infrastructure.



Abundant natural shoreline areas that can be maintained and enhanced.



Provincetown has valued Fire, Police and DPW departments who respond during emergency events.



Beach nourishment, dune enhancement, sediment management, wetland restoration and open space
protection and continuing to support these projects and find funding for future phases is important. For
example, the Ryder Street Beach Dune Enhancement project is currently in the design and permitting phase,
but will need funding for construction.



Provincetown’s existing water, wastewater and drainage infrastructure and the need to keep this updated,
maintained and managed was recognized. Recent upgrades to Commercial Street were acknowledged and
appreciated.



Supportive social services such as the Senior Center, Library and designated Shelter are all valued resources.

Photo: Community Resiliency Building Workshop, March 2019
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3.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE PROVINCETOWN’S RESILIENCY

Attendees at the CRB worked with their individual tables to consider and discuss the natural hazards, vulnerabilities,
strengths and potential actions to improve overall resiliency of Provincetown. Each group developed their own list of
action items which was recorded on the matrix board. At the end of the CRB workshop, each group presented their
findings on the top three key actions Provincetown should focus on based on their discussion. Each attendee was
given six dots and asked to use those dots, or spend them, to identify of the top three actions identified by each group,
which is the most critical or most important. Table 3 is a summary of the top priorities identified at Provincetown’s CRB
workshop.

Table 3: Top Seven Recommendations to Improve Resiliency
Rank

Action

Notes

1

Utilities (Sewer, Water, Septic, Drainage)
(received 78 dots)

Maintain, upgrade, hardening and reinforce existing utilities.
This includes pump stations, the Central Sewer Vacuum
System, adding redundant water lines, adding redundant
power sources and focusing on renewable energy resources.
Septic system elimination and expanding the sewer system
was identified as critical for resiliency and harbor water quality.
The discussion also included focusing on the drainage
infrastructure to improve areas known for flooding including
the busy downtown area of Provincetown.

2

3

4

The Snail Road water main needs protection and there are
major utilities along Freeman Street that need protection as
well. Utilities need to be reinforced, upgraded or moved where
they are vulnerable.
Beach Management & Nourishment and Develop a comprehensive beach sediment and nourishment
Coastal Infrastructure
plan focused on shoreline management and sand
(received 47 dots)
management is critical. Beach management and nourishment
should also consider other coastal protection measures and
infrastructure that could help protect downtown Provincetown
and the local economy, including consideration of oyster reefs.
A town-wide approach to this challenge is needed and areas
of need should be specifically identified.
Natural Infrastructure Solutions
Focus on natural infrastructure solutions throughout the
(received 44 dots)
community including improving groundwater conditions, using
native trees and plants to support drainage and improve
stabilization of soils and any future heat island impacts. These
solutions could support or enhance other resilience/adaptation
measures for improved stormwater management and flood
control.
Emergency Management
The resulting actions surrounding emergency management
(received 36 dots)
focused on informing the community about the current
comprehensive evacuation and emergency management
plans in place, improving communication, updating
emergency response equipment, community engagement
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Rank

5

Action

Individual Household Assessments
(received 20 dots)

6

Food, Medicine, Healthcare
(received 20 dots)

7

Shank Painter
(received 13 dots)

Notes
about existing plans to shelter in place and making sure that
all residents (full and part time) and visitors including
vulnerable populations such as elderly, foreign minority and
workforce employees as well as businesses are included and
accounted for with any planning efforts. The current
Emergency Response Plan does need to be updated. Other
existing studies and planning efforts will be leveraged by
emergency management staff for emergency planning.
Work with homeowners to educate them about resiliency
challenges in Provincetown and help them be more proactive
including understanding where their utilities are, making sure
they are signed up for the alert system, informing them about
grant opportunities for upgrades, and connecting them with
neighbors.
Inform homeowners about how to make their homes more
resilient through a public education process is also needed.
Develop a plan for both acute and chronic issues that could
occur in Provincetown and impact access to food, medicine
and healthcare. Consider developing solutions and being
prepared for long term needs should the community be in a
shelter in place or other long term emergency/unplanned for
situation.
Evaluate the Shank Painter inundation pathway which when
activated will impact town services, homeowners,
transportation routes and sensitive habitat areas. Identify
potential solutions to address this inundation pathway.
This could be a location studied for a temporary flood barrier
to deploy under certain storm conditions.

When thinking about recommendations to improve resiliency, Town staff, workshop participants and attendees at the
other resident engagement efforts stressed the importance of leveraging other recent planning studies that have been
completed. Some of the previous recommendations that support the outcomes of the Community Resiliency Building
Workshop include:


Integrate the current Hazard Mitigation Plan and Critical Facility/Infrastructure Adaptation Study into the
Capital Improvement Planning Process.



During the Capital Improvement Planning process, consider the Inundation Pathways and allow that to
influence any design, maintenance or upgrades.



Review the current Hazard Mitigation Plan and Critical Facility/Infrastructure Adaptation Study and this report
and determine if credit can be given to Provincetown (a participant in the NFIP Community Rating System)
and improve the Town’s CRS score of 9.0.
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3.1

Results from Additional Resident Engagement

The two additional resident engagement efforts – one for part-time residents and one for the Environmental Justice
population yielded similar concerns and opportunities that were identified during the CRB workshop process. Some
specific feedback from these engagement sessions that aligns with the findings of the CRB workshop are highlighted
below.
 Identify a consistent source of sand for beach nourishment and prepare a beach nourishment/sediment
management plan.
 Ryder Street Outfall – design an infiltration basin so it doesn’t discharge and/or move this outfall.
 Focus on local zoning and other bylaws and strengthen them with supportive adaptation strategies to
increase the resiliency of the community.
 Identify and support renewable energy opportunities for the Town and individual residents and business
owners.
 Raising roadways was discussed with the goal of eliminating inundation issues or providing certain areas
of town from overtopping and flooding.
 Support for homeowners and businesses who have dealt with flooding issues in the past including an
education campaign that will include things like elevating electrical systems and other utilities, etc.
 Identifying data that will be helpful in providing the community with necessary information that can be used
to prioritize and develop adaptation strategies and actions to increase community resiliency. This includes
researching groundwater conditions on Cape Cod and how they are being impacted by sea level rise, then
identify what Natural Infrastructure techniques can be used to improve groundwater conditions.
 Require subsurface stormwater recharge be considered in development projects or during paving and
repaving projects.
 Investigate locations for temporary flood barriers that can be deployed when the Town anticipates certain
storm or flooding conditions. Develop a coordinated plan with DPW, Town Management and Emergency
Management staff.
 Develop a Climate Adaptation Plan that includes a Greenhouse Gas emission evaluation and goals.
 Creation of a resiliency overlay zone where residents and businesses in the area would pay into a fund
that would then be used to pay for resiliency measures and projects associated with the zone. Or, have a
special assessment of beach owner properties and use this funding for needed infrastructure
improvements that would add protection for them.
 Consider hiring a Coastal Resources Manager in Provincetown.

3.2

Community Resiliency Building Workshop Identified Priorities

The following priorities below are action items identified during the CRB workshop for the Town of Provincetown to
consider for increased resiliency. These priorities should continue to be vetted and aligned with the recommendations
in Table 3.
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3.2.1

Highest Priority



Maintain and manage outfall pipes in Provincetown and relocate or improve them where necessary – including
Gosnold Street and Ryder Street.



Increase the Town’s ability and capacity to pump water – this may be through stormwater pump stations in key
locations.



Move forward with beach nourishment and sediment management projects including construction of the Ryder
Street Dune Enhancement project currently in the design and permitting phase.



Identify and implement green solutions to address power outages such as solar power and rechargeable batteries.



Evaluate the need to elevate roadways in key locations to prevent critical infrastructure and/or developed areas
from flood events and to prevent the road from flooding. Focus this evaluation on critical evacuation routes.



Develop a formal evacuation plan and shelter in place plan and have it include year round and seasonal resident
scenarios. Engage the Coast Guard in this effort and consider evacuation by water if necessary.



Secure a mobile medical unit that can serve as a backup or pop up hospital type of asset.



Improve existing cell and fiber optic service and make sure that any improvements consider flooding and sea level
rise.

3.2.2

Moderate Priority



Evaluate local regulations



Design and install a redundant water transmission main which can provide a backup water supply.



Consider desalination options – either a tank, system or plant.



Upgrade sewer system to better withstand the impacts of sea level rise.



Use technology to reduce water consumption and increase water conservation.



Include in any shelter plans the consideration for a long-term shelter in place need that could result from a large
scale flooding event.

3.2.3


Lower Priority

Wind energy turbines
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4.1

CRB Workshop Project Team - Organization and Role

The entire Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness process for the Town of Provincetown was a collaborative, team effort
that engaged over eighty people. Listed below is the project team who was closely involved with the process.
Town of Provincetown, MA
Timothy Famulare, Environmental Planner & Conservation Agent | Lead Project Manager for MVP/CRB
Rex McKinsey, Harbor Master | Support
Erin Ellis, Project Manager | Support
David Gardner, Assistant Town Manager/Acting Town Manager | Support
Woodard & Curran
Mary McCrann, AICP | Lead Facilitator
Mary House | Project Support
Center for Coastal Studies
Mark Borrelli | CRB Presenter
Provided Location for CRB Workshop
Cape Cod Cooperative Extension
Greg Berman, | CRB Presenter
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COMMITMENT & INTEGRITY
DRIVE RESULTS

40 Shattuck Road | Suite 110
Andover, Massachusetts 01810
www.woodardcurran.com

T 866.702.6371
T 978.557.8150
F 978.557.7948

AGENDA
MEETING DATE:

December 13, 2018

MEETING TIME:

9:00am – 11:00am

LOCATION:

Provincetown Town Hall, Judge Welsh room

SUBJECT:

Town of Provincetown, MA – Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness Program
Kick-Off Meeting & Preparation for Community Resiliency Building
Workshop

Invited Attendees
Name

Organization

Telephone/email

Tim Famulare, Environmental
Planner & Conservation Agent

Town of Provincetown

tfamulare@provincetown-ma.gov

David Panagore, Town Manager

Town of Provincetown

dpanagore@provincetown-ma.gov

David Gardner, Assistant Town
Manager

Town of Provincetown

dgardner@provincetown-ma.gov

Rich Waldo, DPW Director

Town of Provincetown

rwaldo@provincetown-ma.gov

Rex McKinsey, Harbormaster

Town of Provincetown

rmckinsey@provincetown-ma.gov

Morgan Clark, Health Director

Town of Provincetown

Jeffrey Ribeiro, Planner

Town of Provincetown

jribeiro@provincetown-ma.gov

Michael Trovato, Fire Department

Town of Provincetown

mtrovato@provincetown-ma.gov

Jim Golden, Chief of Police

Town of Provincetown

jgolden@provincetown-ma.gov

Chris Hottle

Council on Aging

Mary House

Woodard & Curran

mclark@provincetown-ma.gov

chottle@provincetown-ma.gov
mhouse@woodardcurran.com

Agenda
1. Thank You & Introductions
2. Identify Goals of Core Team – What Does Project Success Look Like to You? - All
3. Background of Provincetown’s Participation in the Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness
Program (Current Issues in Town, Why This Program?) – Tim Famulare
4. Overview of the Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness Program & Community Resilience
Building Workshop – Mary House
5. Community Resilience Building Workshop & Planning for the Event – Tim Famulare & Mary
House
6. Discussion of Action Items/Next Steps

Meeting Objectives
Preparation for Community Resiliency Building Workshop
Goals of the Workshop are to:





Define extreme weather and natural and climate related hazards impacting Provincetown,
Identify existing and future vulnerabilities and strengths,
Develop and prioritize actions for the community and broader stakeholder networks, and
Identify opportunities for the community to advance actions to reduce risks and build resilience.

Need to Identify the Following:


Workshop Goals – why does the community need to discuss current and future impacts of
natural hazards?



Workshop Date



Workshop Location



Workshop Timeframe (either one 8 hour session or two 4 hour sessions)



Workshop Food (need to provide breakfast, lunch, maybe snack)



Outreach Campaign to Secure Maximum Number of Attendees & Engage Stakeholders



o

Identify list of potential attendees/stakeholders and how best to reach out/invite them
to workshop?

o

How to register attendees and designate a person to keep track

Prepare Workshop Materials

Provincetown, MA (0232136.00)
MVP Kick Off Meeting Agenda
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Resilient Provincetown
Municipal Vulnerability
Preparedness Workshop
When: Friday, March 15, 2019 (Registration: 8:00am - 8:30am) Time: 8:30am – 4:30pm
Where: Center for Coastal Studies, 5 Holway Avenue, Provincetown, MA
The Town of Provincetown received funding from the Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs to complete a Community Resilience Building
Workshop. The Town has been impacted in the past by severe weather events and like other Massachusetts communities, now finds itself facing more
unpredictable weather which brings challenges and opportunities. We are working on a Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness project that will involve an
8 hour workshop which must include input from community members. We would love for you to participate!!!
We will provide breakfast and lunch to those who participate. If you are interested, please contact Tim Famulare at tfamulare@provincetown-ma.gov or
508-487-7000 ext. 554 by March 11th to pre-register or receive more information about the workshop. Space is limited so please sign up today!

Please contact Tim Famulare if you have any questions at
tfamulare@provincetown-ma.gov or 508-487-7000 ext. 554

Community Resiliency Building Workshop
Town of Provincetown

Friday | March 15, 2019
8:30am – 4:30pm; Registration at 8:00 am
Center for Coastal Studies
5 Holway Avenue, Provincetown, MA

WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES
▪ Define extreme weather and natural and climate related hazards impacting Provincetown,
▪ Identify existing and future vulnerabilities and strengths,
▪ Develop and prioritize actions for the community and broader stakeholder networks, and
▪ Identify opportunities for the community to advance actions to reduce risks and build resilience.

WORKSHOP AGENDA
8:00am – 8:30am: Registration & Breakfast
8:30am – 12:30pm:
▪ Welcome & Overview
» David Panagore, Town Manager
» Tim Famulare, Environmental Planner and Conservation Agent
▪ Community Resilience Building Workshop – Why Are We Here? (Woodard & Curran)
▪ Identify Challenges & Goals
» What Do You think Provincetown’s Biggest Challenges Are? What Are Your Goals/Do You
Hope to Gain From Participating in the Workshop?
▪ Background Information About Provincetown (Woodard & Curran)
▪ Inundation Pathways
» Mark Borrelli, Center for Coastal Studies
▪ Characterize Natural Hazards
▪ Identify Community Vulnerabilities and Strengths
12:30pm – 1:30pm: Lunch!
1:30pm – 4:30pm:
▪ The Shifting Sand of Provincetown
» Greg Berman, Cape Cod Cooperative Extension
▪ Identify and Prioritize Community Actions
▪ CRB Workshop Recap and Wrap Up (Woodard & Curran)
Thank you for participating in Provincetown’s Community Resiliency Building Workshop!

Provincetown, MA
Community Resiliency Building Workshop
Recent Implementation Considerations
From the Provincetown Hazard Mitigation Plan, Infrastructure Vulnerability Assessment and Harbor
Management Plan

Provincetown is focused on Resiliency – the purpose of this summary is to inform attendees participating
in the CRB workshop about implementation steps that have been considered and noted during other recent
planning projects in the community.

PROVINCETOWN HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN (2016) | ACTION ITEMS





















Utilize materials developed by the County’s multifaceted educational program and develop town-specific materials
as needed to raise public awareness of and support for mitigation and to reduce the duplication of efforts across
Cape Cod.
Develop an educational program on designated evacuation routes and shelter locations.
Review and revise the Town’s Floodplain District Zoning Bylaw to ensure it incorporates up to date floodplain
science, policy, and legislation as well as cumulative substantial damage or improvement requirements.
Conduct an assessment of local infrastructure that is subject to damage from flooding or storm surge or that is
likely to cause damage to surrounding areas should it fail or flood.
Develop, prioritize and seek funding for a list of needed infrastructure improvement projects.
Conduct a survey and assessment of waterfront bulkheads to identify those at risk.
Continue the Town’s participation on the Barnstable County Regional Emergency Planning Committee (BCREPC).
Monitor beach conditions and evaluate all vulnerable shoreline areas for possible future nourishment and beach
stabilization projects.
Evaluate and take steps necessary to ensure the reliable provision of electricity to Provincetown.
Identifying and prioritizing areas where safety and reliability would be improved by under-grounding electric
transmission lines.
Establish mutual aid agreements with neighboring communities to address administering the NFIP following a
major storm event.
Work with willing landowners to acquire properties subject to repetitive losses due to shoreline erosion, flooding,
or other storm damage.
Conduct a thorough evaluation of the Town’s most at-risk locations identified in the Vulnerability Analysis, and
evaluate the potential mitigation techniques for protecting each location to the maximum extent possible.
Inventory existing equipment and develop and prioritize an equipment needs list.
Work with the radio station as the Town’s public information service to identify their needs to secure the building
against high wind, flood and other natural disasters.
Install new storm sewers where needed. The Town Public Works Department has developed a plan for additional
storm sewers around the harbor, extending out toward the wetlands in the interior of the Town, and including most
of the low-lying areas in Town which have been built upon or around.
Utilities that service critical structures require flood proofing and elevating to secure them against storm surge and
flooding.
Conduct major beach nourishment projects and additional measures such as a wave attenuator, beach
nourishment, the rebuilding of bulkheads, buying out vulnerable properties.
Improve Provincetown’s Class in the Community Rating System to an 8.
Designate evacuation pick up points.
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Preplan a rapid assessment of post storm damages.
Create a floorplan that shows where essential department records are located.
Identify a list of items and responsible parties for essential records, cultural items and artwork. Raise awareness
of how these items will be preserved after a storm event.
Develop steps needed to mitigate damage to records in advance of a storm.
Develop a plan for what to do with Critical Town records in the event of a disaster.
Continue to gather accurate data on the location, history, extent and impact of natural hazards in Provincetown.
Gather data on the seasonal and tourist populations in Provincetown. It is difficult to determine Provincetown’s
seasonal population and it is important to have an accurate estimate of the number of people visiting to ensure
they are safe and prepared in the event of a hazard event.
Replace the current generator at the Police Department.
Maintain generator to ensure back up power at the shelter.
Improve radio communication at the shelter.
Floodproof critical facilities or other buildings that house computers and servers and/or relocate the equipment out
of the floodplain.
Conduct an assessment of local infrastructure and critical facilities subject to damage from flooding or storm surge
that is likely to cause damage. Develop, prioritize and seek funding for a list of needed infrastructure improvement
projects.
Increase number of subscribers to CODE RED.
Continue to use technology and the internet to connect with the community about disaster planning and response.
Track and verify repetitive loss properties to see if they have been mitigated. If so, work with FEMA to remove
them from the repetitive loss list. If they are damaged, ensure they are brought up to code. Educate them about
how to improve their flood insurance costs by making improvements.
Protect repetitive loss properties through minor localized flood protection projects.
Annually contact owners of repetitive loss properties and inform them of financial assistance available for structural
mitigation such as elevation and acquisition.
Relocate Provincetown Police Department out of floodplain.
Distribute educational brochures about storm surge, urban flooding, Community Rating System and National Flood
Insurance Program.
Consider a study to assess the true flood risk for town property which might include a reassessment of Base Flood
Elevation and/or Letter of Map Amendments.
Incorporate beach grass plantings as mitigation for proposed coastal projects.
Inventory current stormwater systems for age, material and condition.
Continue beach management efforts for Provincetown Harbor and Cape Cod Bay.
Use soft armoring to protect vulnerable coastal areas of Provincetown Harbor.
Coordinate with the Army Corps of Engineers about the breakwater in Provincetown Harbor. Investigate opening
the west end of the breakwater or extending it to protect Provincetown Harbor from flooding.
Pursue beach nourishment opportunities near Snail Road.
Monitor beach conditions and evaluate all vulnerable shoreline areas for possible future nourishment and beach
stabilization projects.
Educate the public about litter and debris in stormwater systems.
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INFRASTRUCUTRE VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT (2016) | ACTION ITEMS





















Strengthen infrastructure resources, where possible, for future climate change impacts through principles of
conservation, efficiency and reuse (i.e. drinking water conservation, stormwater management and flood-proofing
structures during upgrades or routine maintenance). Ensuring there is capacity to manage and withstand climate
change impacts will be critical to minimizing infrastructure damage and failure.
Consider land use, design, site selection and building standard modifications to include climate change impacts.
Focus on protecting and enhancing natural systems like wetlands, coastal features and areas that serve as flood
storage capacity and provide protection and resilience to infrastructure.
When considering infrastructure maintenance, replacement and rehabilitation, provide proper lead time so that an
adaptation strategy can be included in the overall assessment of the critical facility. The amount of time to repair,
improve, permit, or move a facility will vary greatly depending on what it is, so planning early is key.
Continued maintenance of existing infrastructure to minimize damage from natural hazard events.
Formulate risk-based methods to evaluate service life of infrastructure assets against adverse climate change.
Include climate change impacts with standard maintenance and inspection procedures and increase the frequency
of routine inspections of coastal zone and inland drainage structures.
Initiative comprehensive community asset damage inventories after major storm events.
The Provincetown Airport should consider how it can use and implement new technology for navigation aids and
airfield lighting systems to function better during a natural hazard event.
Focus on natural systems to help absorb or redirect inflow from stormwater collection systems into natural systems
or those that use LID technology. Keeping stormwater flow contained helps to increase capacity for other systems
(wastewater, water) and groundwater recharge.
Expand water conservation and reuse of drinking water and reduce wastewater discharge and stormwater runoff.
Educate the community and relevant staff on the vulnerabilities of its assets or individual facility to climate change
impacts, where appropriate.
Use the permitting process to recommend new construction and renovation projects consider potential climate
change impacts, where appropriate. Requiring protection of basements and first floor levels or enhancing site work
to include natural systems for surface runoff could improve their ability to withstand a natural hazard event.
Consider climate change impacts and develop design guidelines for new construction and renovation projects.
Center of Provincetown’s Downtown | central downtown near Commercial Street at Ryder Street presents a
significant risk to the community for flooding hazards during major storm events. It was recommended that the
Town eliminate the storm tide pathway that impacts this area. Suggestions to consider for eliminating this pathway
include:
o Developing a plan to sand bag the storm tide pathway during storm threats,
o Insert a flood gate at a key location,
o Using natural feature enhancements, such as plantings or beach restoration, provide more of a natural
buffer, and
o Construct a structural berm (or temporary berm that could be put in place) to block the storm tide pathway.
Flooding and outages could result in interrupted sewer services or sanitary sewer overflows, both of which have
significant public health and environmental impacts. Four of the Town’s wastewater pump stations are located in
areas identified to be inundated at different elevations. Some solutions include:
o Adding risers to wet well hatches to prevent flood waters from entering,
o Relocating sensitive electronic equipment (control panels, generators) to higher elevations,
o Building protections such as hurricane proof doors, and
o Wet well hatches and any sensitive electrical equipment raised above a high risk elevation.
o Provide emergency power to avoid SSOs at the pump stations. Town should develop a standard
operating procedure for providing emergency power to the pump stations using the portable generators
and add it to the Emergency Response Plan.
Provincetown Airport provides an important economic and transportation service to the community. The Town
previously installed a dike to protect the airport from flooding, inundation pathways show the dike may not provide
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enough protection and could easily be overcome. This area needs to be studied for improvements and a solution
to this issue.
Shank Painter Road – groundwater analysis to gather data to better understand flood risk in this area.
Capital Improvement and Maintenance Planning – use the infrastructure vulnerability analysis to inform future
capital improvement and maintenance planning efforts. For example, focus stormwater pipe improvements,
inspections and cleanings on areas of the town that impact critical assets and are shown to be at higher risk for
flooding.
Determine if this study could be used to help improve the Community Rating System rating for Provincetown.
Add redundant water main lines from Truro.
Add vegetative buffer near the DPW location to limit snow drifting.
Conduct drainage study for the area around Town Hall and/or perform a groundwater study analysis.
Conduct a study to identify an Operations and Maintenance strategy for CCTV work.
Remove and relocate the Ryder Street outfall and return the area back to its natural state.
Install a generator at the library.
Establish a formal beach management plan.

HARBOR MANAGEMENT PLAN

















Expand the Town’s sewer system and determine the feasibility of expanding the wastewater treatment
facility. The Town should determine which waterfront properties are not connected to the Town’s sewer system,
and prioritize connecting those properties when funding is obtained. More specifically, the Town should first
investigate properties on the water‐side of Commercial Street and determine which need to be connected.
Additionally, as the Town’s sewer system is almost at capacity, a new wastewater treatment facility is needed to
accommodate the new connections, including those on the water‐side. The Town should investigate the feasibility
of developing this new wastewater treatment facility.
Identify the locations of cesspools, septic systems, and grease traps that could be vulnerable to damage
and, thus, contaminate the Harbor, and develop strategies to minimize potential impacts. The water‐side of
Commercial Street, in particular, has a number of properties with cesspools, septic systems, and grease traps that
are vulnerable to damage (from storms) and need to be addressed.
Continue to identify sources of any remaining stormwater runoff pollution and address these sources.
Additionally, consider the potential impacts of climate change and enhanced storm intensity on stormwater runoff.
Reduce the flow of debris from the storm sewer outfalls through the installation of subsurface systems
that can collect pollution from the storm sewer outfalls.
Continue the program that ensures that all storm drains are labeled to prevent dumping activities. This is
especially important for storm drains that are replaced, as the language may get removed from the location.
Additionally, language around the storm drain should note that the drain is connected to the Harbor/ocean.
Continue and enhance marine debris prevention and removal efforts in Provincetown.
Ensure all appropriate town landings, beaches, and public seating areas have trash barrels, recycling bins,
cigarette litter receptacles, dog poop bags, and signage stating that cigarette smoking is prohibited on beaches.
Continue and expand upon current strategies to reduce pet waste pollution.
Provide homeowners and landscapers with information on organic fertilizers, environmentally‐suitable fertilizer
application rates, natural or indigenous plantings, and other landscaping practices that would help protect water
quality.
Support the water testing program for the Harbor, which includes monitoring storm drain and street runoff.
Develop strategies to keep the sand from clogging the outfall pipes, better maintain the pipes where sediment is
backing‐up, and utilize the removed sand as nourishment material.
Continue monitoring water quality closely for different types of pollution.
Continue to maintain, publicize, and enforce the current pump‐out program.
Expand the pump‐out system to accommodate the larger commercial vessels operating on tight time schedules.
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Expand the Town’s sewer system to accommodate current un‐met needs and additional vessels.
Using the research conducted as part of this project, build and maintain a database of all Chapter 91 licenses
access conditions as well as other public access to the Harbor, obtained through other means such as easements.
Ensure that efforts to minimize inundation flooding maintain public access, where possible.
Create a series of pocket parks along the Harbor.
Understand local interest in expanding aquaculture in Provincetown Harbor.
Determine the harbor’s capacity for additional aquaculture activities and identify opportunities to locate aquaculture
leases in a manner that avoids conflicts with other Harbor uses and maximizes co‐location with compatible uses
of the Harbor.
Develop a manual describing permits and plans needed for those interested in obtaining an aquaculture lease in
Provincetown Harbor.
Explore opportunities to increase shoreside infrastructure for aquaculture activities.
Develop a schedule for existing priority nourishment projects and identify non‐priority projects and timelines for
those as well.
Conduct public meetings to solicit input to determine which areas should receive nourishment after the previously
identified priority projects are complete.
Based on science‐based research and public input, develop a plan for long‐term beach nourishment, taking into
account any cyclical nourishment needs and dredging projects, as well as anticipated impacts from sea level rise.
Continue to monitor beach conditions and evaluate all vulnerable shoreline areas for possible future nourishment
and beach stabilization projects.
Take steps to ensure that funding for beach nourishment is a standard budget item.
Work with regional partners to address research needs, planning, permitting, and funding for future beach
nourishment projects.
Establish a regular dredge maintenance program (including long‐term and short‐ term priorities) for areas outside
of the Federal Channel in Provincetown Harbor.
Conduct studies to determine bathymetric changes in the Harbor (i.e., changes in under water topography) and
their causes
Provide advice to the Select Board on a regular basis on what areas in the Harbor need to be dredged.
Remove all hazards (e.g., wrecks, moorings, groins) from navigable waterways that could create safety concerns.
Inventory all groins along the shoreline to identify those that pose navigational hazards but cannot be removed.
Mark those that require marking, taking into consideration those which may become submerged with rising sea
levels.
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APPENDIX B:

COMMUNITY RESILIENCY BUILDING PRESENTATIONS

Provincetown, MA (0232136.00)

Woodard & Curran
June 2019
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Good Morning &
Welcome!
Provincetown Community Resiliency Building Workshop
March 15, 2019
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Provincetown, MA

Community Resiliency Building Workshop
March 15, 2019
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Community Resiliency Building Workshop
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Community Resiliency Building Workshop

2
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Agenda






8:00 – 8:30 | Registration
8:30 – 12:30
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welcome & Overview
CRB Workshop Why Are We Here?
Identify Challenges & Goals
Background Information About Provincetown
Inundation Pathways, Mark Borrelli, Center for Coastal Studies
Characterize Natural Hazards
Identify Community Vulnerabilities & Strengths

12:30 – 1:30 | LUNCH!
1:30 – 4:30
• The Shifting Sand of Provincetown, Greg Berman, Cape Cod Cooperative Ext.
• Identify & Prioritize Community Actions
• CRB Workshop Recap & Wrap Up

5

Executive Order 569



6

In September 2016,
Governor Charlie Baker
signed Executive Order
569, instructing state
government to provide
assistance to cities and
towns to complete climate
change vulnerability
assessments and
resiliency planning

3
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August 2018


Governor Baker signed legislation directing
$2.4 billion to Climate Change Adaptation,
Environmental Protection and Community
Investments



$$ allocated capital for investments in
safeguarding residents, municipalities and
businesses from the impacts of climate
change, protecting environmental
resources, and improving recreational
opportunities



The $$ enables critical environmental
investments at the state and local levels
and will put into law essential components
of Governor Baker’s Executive Order 569

Photo: Mass.gov Press Release, August 2018
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Provincetown, MA

4
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Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Grant Program

 The MVP grant program provides support
for cities and towns in Massachusetts to
begin or continue the process of planning
for resiliency

 The state awards communities with
funding to complete vulnerability
assessments and develop action-oriented
resiliency plans

 Provincetown submitted a grant
application to participate in the MVP
Planning process
9

Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Grant Program



The program helps communities
achieve the following objectives:
• Define extreme weather and natural
and climate related hazards
• Identify existing and future
vulnerabilities and strengths
• Develop and prioritize actions for the
community
• Identify opportunities to take action to
reduce risk and build resilience
5
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Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Grant Program



MVP Principles
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community-led process that
employs local knowledge and
requires local buy-in and support
Accessible to everyone
Utilizes partnerships and leverages
existing efforts
Mainstreams climate change
See communities as local
innovators
Frames coordinated statewide
efforts

11

Community Resiliency Building Workshop

 As part of the MVP program, participating




12

communities MUST complete a
Community Resiliency Building
Workshop!
A second discussion will be held in the
spring for seasonal and environmental
justice populations
Upon completion of the workshop, a
summary report will be submitted to EEA
Provincetown will continue to use this
Summary of Findings to reinforce future
planning and action item implementation

6
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We will work together to….







Understand connections between ongoing
community issues, climate change, natural hazards
and local planning and actions
Understand how climate change will exacerbate or
lead to new community issues, hazards and
challenges
Identify infrastructural, societal, environmental
vulnerabilities and strengths that help
Provincetown become more resilient
Explore nature-based solutions to build resiliency
Develop and prioritize actions that delineate next
steps for the community
Identify how Provincetown can advance actions to
reduce risks and impacts of climate change and
increase local and regional resilience
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Community Resiliency Building Workshop

7
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Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Grant Program

 Communities who
complete the MVP
program become certified
as an MVP community
and are eligible for
potential follow-up grant
funding and other
opportunities

 Examples of other MA
communities who have
had projects funded!

Community

Project

Amount

Weymouth

Fort Point Road Coastal
Infrastructure Resilience
Project

$129,557

Medford

Open Space Plan Update

$60,000

Winthrop

Ingleside Park Feasibility
Study and Permitting

$156,750

Manchester
By The Sea

Sawmill Brook Central
Pond Restoration Design

$88,180

Newburyport

Wastewater Treatment
Plant Climate Resilience

$122,695

Salem

Salem Sanitary Sewer
Trunk Line Relocation
Assessment

$345,000

15

What Other Communities Are in the MVP Program?

8
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Two Questions for You!
The goal of the workshop is to listen and learn from attendees
regarding your thoughts and ideas for meeting the CRB workshop
objectives!
• What are Provincetown’s biggest challenges?
• Think infrastructure, societal, environment
• What are your goals for the day and what do you hope to
gain from your participation in the workshop today?

17

Agenda






8:00 – 8:30 | Registration
8:30 – 12:30
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welcome & Overview
CRB Workshop Why Are We Here?
Identify Challenges & Goals
Background Information About Provincetown
Inundation Pathways, Mark Borrelli, Center for Coastal Studies
Characterize Natural Hazards
Identify Community Vulnerabilities & Strengths

12:30 – 1:30 | LUNCH!
1:30 – 4:30
• The Shifting Sand of Provincetown, Greg Berman, Cape Cod Cooperative Ext.
• Identify & Prioritize Community Actions
• CRB Workshop Recap & Wrap Up

18
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Provincetown, MA

Community Resiliency Building Workshop
March 15, 2019
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Provincetown, MA

Community Resiliency Building Workshop
March 15, 2019
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Agenda






8:00 – 8:30 | Registration
8:30 – 12:30
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welcome & Overview
CRB Workshop Why Are We Here?
Identify Challenges & Goals
Background Information About Provincetown
Inundation Pathways, Mark Borrelli, Center for Coastal Studies
Characterize Natural Hazards
Identify Community Vulnerabilities & Strengths

12:30 – 1:30 | LUNCH!
1:30 – 4:30
• The Shifting Sand of Provincetown, Greg Berman, Cape Cod Cooperative Ext.
• Identify & Prioritize Community Actions
• CRB Workshop Recap & Wrap Up
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Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Grant Program



The program helps communities
achieve the following objectives:
• Define extreme weather and
natural and climate related
hazards
• Identify existing and future
vulnerabilities and strengths
• Develop and prioritize actions for
the community
• Identify opportunities to take
action to reduce risk and build
resilience

3

Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Grant Program

resilience

noun
1. the capacity to recover quickly
from difficulties; toughness

4
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Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Grant Program

adapt

verb
1. make (something) suitable for a new use or
purpose; modify.
2. become adjusted to new conditions.

5

Background Information



Year round population of 2,959
(as of 2017)



Seasonal population swells to
60,000






Located on a peninsula
17.5 square miles
21.3 miles of coastline
Provincetown Harbor – deep
water port, commercial fishing






Provincetown is almost completely
surrounded by the ocean and has only
one way in and out of town for vehicles,
Route 6. The entire coastline of the
community is in a designated flood zone
as well as some inland areas.
Major asset to the community – the
waterfront and water access!
The flood zone areas and projected
impacts of sea level rise and storm
surge will directly affect Provincetown’s
busy commercial and densely developed
residential areas.

6
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Environmental Justice Population - Income
Income isolation –
57% of population
is considered to be
low/moderate
income

7

Transportation, Water & Sewer



Primary roadway is Route 6 and
6A, limited public transportation



Water transmission mains provide
water from Truro
•



Water supply sources – 3 wellfields
(Pamet Lens of Cape Cod Aquifer)

Local wastewater treatment plant
serves about 50% of community,
remainder of community on septic

8
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Environmental Features



Major priority habitat area



Home to Cape Cod
National Seashore (75%
of land in Town is within
this area)



20+ acre quaking bog on
Shank Painter Pond is the
largest known quaking
bog on a barrier beach
system in the world

Most wetlands in town are
coastal

9

Environmental Features



Provincetown owns
99 acres of open
space



333 acres of salt
marsh (most in
National Seashore)



10 ponds in town

10
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Environmental Features
 10 ponds in town – not significant for recreation, they are the primary sites for
rare plant and animal species and are protected as sensitive habitat

11

Environmental Features



Three DEP Tier II
Facilities located in the
floodplain
• Coast Guard Facility
• Provincetown Marina
• Municipal Airport

12
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Coastal Infrastructure



Long Point Dike
• 6,150 feet long
• Extends southerly from Stevens Point
across House Point Island Flats
• Completed in 1914
• Protect harbor from offshore coastal
hazards



Stone breakwater parallel to shore
835 feet from end of MacMillan
Wharf
• 2,500 feet long, elevation of 15.5 feet
• Completed in 1972
• Protect harbor coastal hazards

13

Provincetown Airport





A destination airport from Logan
International in Boston
Provides commercial airline
service to the Cape Cod region
Sited on 331 acres of land
administered by the National
Park Service
Hatches Harbor dike constructed
in 1930 across the Hatches
Harbor salt marsh
• Culverts constructed in the 1990s to
bring salt water into upper Hatches
Harbor Race Run to help restore
marsh to its natural condition

14
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Severe Weather


Vulnerable to any storm from the east (northeast to
southeast)




Hurricane Bob 1991 – erosion from waves and wind



Hurricane Earl 2010 and Irene 2011 – street flooding,
loss of power



Super Storm Sandy 2012 and Winter Storm Nemo
2013 – beach erosion, flooding, property damage,
significant damage to MacMillan Pier



January 2018 Storm – power outage, flooding,
property damage

Great Storm of 1978 and Halloween Storm 1991 –
caused property damage

15

January 2018 Storm Event



January 2018 flooding event –
many had not seen anything like
this in Town
•
•
•
•

Provincetown Fire reported 3 feet of
water on parts of Commercial Street
and Province Lands Road
Loss of power
Damage to more than 50 homes
and businesses
UU Meeting House (1847) had 6
inches of water on the first floor

16
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FEMA Flood Map
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Hurricane Surge Zones

18
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Recent Planning Efforts

19

Natural Hazards Impacting Provincetown















Coastal Erosion
Fire
Flood
Hurricane/Tropical Storms
Landslide
Nor’easters
High Winds
Thunderstorms
Extreme Temperatures (heat, cold)
Drought
Culvert Failure
Severe Winter Weather
Sea Level Rise
Climate Change

20
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Parcels & Buildings Vulnerable to Flooding – V Zone

21

Parcels & Buildings Vulnerable to Flooding – A Zone

22
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Hazard Mitigation Plan – Actions












Public education materials
Zoning, regulatory, policy changes
Detailed infrastructure vulnerability and risk assessments and improvement projects
Monitor beach conditions, evaluate for stabilization/restoration
Investigate underground electric transmission lines
Improve NFIP CRS rating
Collaboration with neighboring communities
Communication, generator needs, shelter evaluation
Additional storm sewers, improved drainage, flood proofing
Major beach nourishment

23

Infrastructure Vulnerability Assessment

24
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Infrastructure Vulnerability Assessment

25

Infrastructure Vulnerability Assessment





Critical facilities

•
• Town Hall
•
• Pump Stations
•
• Coast Guard Station •

VMCC Building
Fire Station
DPW Garage
Central Vac

•
•
•
•

MacMillan Pier
Water Transmission
Culverts
Route 6

Recommendations focused:
• Protecting natural systems/infrastructure
• Include resilience in infrastructure
maintenance
• Address pump station vulnerability
• Focus stormwater pipe improvements,
inspections, and cleanings on areas of town
that affect critical assets and are shown to be
at high risk for flooding, etc.

26
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The Blue Economy



“Economic activities that relate to
oceans, seas and coasts…”



Opportunities include fisheries and
aquaculture, recreation, education and
research



Suggests creating a specific waterfront
development master plan to dovetail with
Local Comprehensive Plan



Acknowledges the question of how
climate change will impact the
opportunities and investments

27

Historic District & Historic Buildings

28
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What About the Future?
29

Annual Maximum Temperature

30

15
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Annual Minimum Temperature

31

Annual Days With Maximum Temperature Above 90

32
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Annual Total Precipitation

33

Sea Level Rise Scenarios

34
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Sea Level Rise Scenarios

35

Sea Level Rise Scenarios

36
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Sea Level Rise Scenarios

37

What Can We Do?
38
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Today, we will work together to….







Understand connections between ongoing
community issues, climate change, natural hazards
and local planning and actions
Understand how climate change will exacerbate or
lead to new community issues, hazards and
challenges
Identify infrastructural, societal, environmental
vulnerabilities and strengths that help
Provincetown become more resilient
Explore nature-based solutions to build resiliency
Develop and prioritize actions that delineate next
steps for the community
Identify how Provincetown can advance actions to
reduce risks and impacts of climate change and
increase local and regional resilience
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Recent Efforts


Provincetown has been actively working on addressing
climate change impacts through the following projects
and planning activities:
• FEMA Approved Hazard Mitigation Plan (2016)
• Increasing Coastal Resiliency and Reducing Infrastructure
Vulnerability by Mapping Inundation Pathways (2016)
• Coastal Zone Management Grant for Ryder Street Beach Dune
Enhancement – supported at Spring 2018 Town Meeting with a
$200,000 CIP line item for beach nourishment projects
• Held community dialogue session in 2018 to discuss recent
flooding events and flood insurance options and requirements
• Seeking out other grant funding opportunities to advance
needed resiliency projects such as the Ryder Street Outfall
• Installed a tide gauge to closely monitor daily tide levels
• Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness Planning Grant

40
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Recent Efforts






Town just purchased a waterfront lot
currently used as commercial parking. There
will be improvements made to the property
Current purchase and sale agreement for a
wooded lot off Bradford Street that abuts the
Old Colony Nature Trail
Health Director is introducing a revolving
fund for residents to create rain gardens…
using rain water for your home and to keep
water off Commercial Street
Beach Nourishment at Court Street (winter
2019)
Town is hiring a part-time Emergency
Management Director

41

Environmental Planner & Conservation Agent
 Ryder Street Beach Dune Enhancement
•






More dune enhancement, monitoring and
maintain

Leverage Hazard Mitigation Plan &
Infrastructure Vulnerability Assessment &
Harbor Plan
Community battery at transfer station to
improve reliability of electrical
infrastructure
Enhance natural shoreline areas
Shank Painter Pond Floodplain - how
much flooding is coastal and how much is
precipitation/groundwater?

42
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Harbormaster







Continued focus on natural infrastructure solutions

• Long term sand supply is needed

Need to educate year round and seasonal residents
about all of these issues – a constantly changing
group of people
Quantify economic value of the harbor with Cape
Cod Commission
Increased precipitation, increased runoff, increased
pollutants into the harbor resulting in water quality
impacts
Infrastructure impacts from storms and flooding like
sewer lines and pump out facilities could impact
water quality
Dredging MacMillan Wharf

Potential Mitigation Measures
 Living Shorelines
 Natural infrastructure solutions need
sand – identify/permit a ready source of
sand and have it available to help create
solutions
 Deal with stormwater draining from
outfall pipes at high tide
 Sand impacts to outfall pipes – need a
long term solution

43

DPW Director
 Coastal flooding an issue but also





drainage system and low lying areas
being impacted by high groundwater
table
Potential Mitigation Measures
 Emergency water connection needed and water supply
6A inundation could disrupt the
redundancy
water supply line – run a redundant  Reinforce 6A at Snail Road – oyster reef to build up sand
 Accelerate pump station resiliency projects
pipe up Route 6?
Enhance natural shoreline areas
Central Vac – concern over
inundation

Address Central Vac - redundant effluent pipe? Relocate?
Enhance natural shoreline areas
Outfall pipes need to be improved
Hydrologic & Hydraulic study for Commercial Street, Ryder
Street outfall to identify solution
 East End storm drains are in disrepair – need to evaluate
condition and improve
 Emergency response plan for DPW deployment – priority
areas and flood control





44
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Town Planner
 Housing & Economic Development are big








challenges and opportunities
Historic Character of the community is beloved
and critical to Provincetown (511 historic homes
in floodplain)
Shank Painter – commercial corridor, Town
facilities, municipal properties for housing,
groundwater issues
Fishing, the arts, tourism
Highly valued second home market
Need to protect Commercial Street
Natural infrastructure solutions/dunes

Potential Mitigation Measures
 Incorporate climate change into LCP
 Budget for climate change initiatives
and projects
 Need to determine a long term,
community wide solution
 Quantify long term value of
Provincetown to justify large scale,
long term solutions
 Shank Painter – develop solution for
this area
 Historic District – develop plan and
solutions for this area

45

Department of Health



Focus on winter storm sheltering
•

Current shelter has access challenges during winter storms




Emergency access, egress and evacuation are concerns



Communications – frequently experience problems that
results in using police dispatch to communicate needs to
the County/Coordinating Agency



Provincetown is making efforts to move away from septic
systems to protect groundwater

Vulnerable populations (long term care facility, older
residents)

Potential Mitigation
Measures
 Cooling Center
 Designate Library as Warming
Center (needs a generator)
 Additional Emergency
Management Planning and
Exercises
 Shelter in need of a new
generator (currently money
allocated for this)

46
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Council on Aging



Barnstable County has the oldest population in
the country



Over 70% of the population is 45 or older
compared to 43% of Massachusetts as a whole





Power outages a concern



Evacuation routes

Shelter capacity during peak season
Ability to adequately staff the shelter during a
storm event

Outreach Measures
 Are you, your friends, your neighbors
signed up for the Town Alert system –
emergency messages issued by Town
Manager?
 Storm reassurance program – calls from
COA prior to an event
 Special Assistance Form – maintained by
Police Department for those who may need
help during an emergency

47

Conserve, Integrate, Restore
 Conserve the natural green
infrastructure already
providing free ecosystem
services
 Integrate Low Impact
Development and green
infrastructure design into
development
 Restore the resiliency of
landscapes through LID

48
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Nature Based Solutions
 96% of the total US population lives
in counties where federallydeclared, weather-related disasters
have occurred since 2010
 One of the best adaptation
practices is preserving natural
areas
 Nature-based solutions provide
multiple benefits, and a higher
return on investment with flood risk
reduction strategies

49

Nature Based Solutions
 Restore or protect
wetland areas to reduce
impact of flooding
 Restore and manage
saltmarshes, wetland,
beaches and oyster
reefs that form a natural
buffer between sea and
land which reduces
wave intensity and
prevents erosion
50
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Living Shorelines
 Concept is cost–effective and quickly
gaining popularity.
 Broad term that includes range of shoreline
stabilization techniques with a footprint that
is made up mostly of native material, and
incorporates vegetation or other living
elements alone or in combination with
some type of harder shoreline structure for
stability (oyster reef).
 Maintain continuity of the natural landwater relationship and reduce erosion while
providing habitat value and enhancing
coastal resilience.
51

Green Infrastructure & Low Impact Development
 Green Infrastructure
• Incorporates natural features such as
floodplains, forests, wetlands, and buffer
areas
• Refers to a designed landscape that puts
natural systems to work like soil and
vegetation and mimics those natural
processes

 Low Impact Development
• Category of green infrastructure that works
with nature to manage stormwater and
decrease the impact of development on
surface and groundwater

52
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Nature Based Solutions – State Focus
 State hazard mitigation and
climate adaptation strategy
focuses on nature based
solutions
 For implementation of certain
State grant or State administered
grant programs – emphasis is or
may be placed on projects that
outline a nature based solution

53

MVP Action Grant
 Projects that build resilience, are
proactive and clearly demonstrate
efforts to redesign, re-evaluate, or
reconsider and incorporate new
climate change data.
 Projects are encouraged to utilize
nature-based strategies to address
climate change impacts.
 Many of these projects might also be
funded through existing grant
programs (Dams and Seawalls, CZM
Coastal Resiliency, DER’s Culvert
Replacements, MEMA)
54
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But What Can I Do?
 Be an MVP community –
participate, tell your neighbors,
friends and colleagues about it!
 Talk to neighbors, friends, local
board members and others in the
community about Climate Change
 Make your vote count!
 Incorporate Climate Change and
nature based solutions into all of
your local and regional plans –
including the LCP
55

Agenda






8:00 – 8:30 | Registration
8:30 – 12:30
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welcome & Overview
CRB Workshop Why Are We Here?
Identify Challenges & Goals
Background Information About Provincetown
Inundation Pathways, Mark Borrelli, Center for Coastal Studies
Characterize Natural Hazards
Identify Community Vulnerabilities & Strengths

12:30 – 1:30 | LUNCH!
1:30 – 4:30
• The Shifting Sand of Provincetown, Greg Berman, Cape Cod Cooperative Ext.
• Identify & Prioritize Community Actions
• CRB Workshop Recap & Wrap Up
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Provincetown, MA

Community Resiliency Building Workshop
March 15, 2019

57

Risk Matrix

58
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Individual Homeowners – Adaptive Measures

59

Considerations for Provincetown
 Non-Structural
• Acquisition &
Relocation
• Building Retrofits
• Enhanced
Floodwarning &
Evacuation Planning
• Land Use
Management, Zoning
• Flood Insurance

 Structural
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Floodwalls
Deployable Floodwalls
Levees
Seawalls
Revetments
Bulk Heads
Storm Surge Barriers

 Nature Based
• Beach Restoration
• Breakwaters
• Drainage
Improvements
• Living Shorelines
• Reefs
• Submerged Aquatic
Vegetation
• Wetlands

60
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Sea Level Rise Impacts on Groundwater Systems








Water quality reduction
Infrastructure failure
Ecosystem changes
Intrusion of saltwater into groundwater systems
can impact coastal ecosystems such as
marshes by changing the elevation of the
freshwater-saltwater interaction
Potential adverse effect of sea level rise on the
depth to the freshwater-saltwater interaction
near public groundwater supply wells
Public-supply can potentially be impacted by
saltwater intrusion, and limit the amount of
potable water available from the well

Potential Mitigation Measures
 Plan for impacts on water quality
 Management of stormwater,
wastewater and infrastructure
 Protecting and restoring natural
surface drainage systems (streams,
ponds)
 Coordination and communication with
Town of Truro

61
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Community Resiliency Building Workshop: Provincetown, MA
Storms, Sea Level Rise and Mapping Inundation Pathways

Talk Outline
• Tidal Flooding: ‘Nuisance Flooding’ ‘Sunny Day Flooding’
• Storms
• Sea Level Rise
• Mapping Storm Tide Pathways

Nov 3, 2015

"King Tide" Brings
Record Sea Level Rise
to Boston's Waterfront
http://www.climatesignals.org

October 24, 2016
King Tide’s Gift:
Gentle Awakenings to
a Rapidly Changing
World
Union of Concerned
Scientists

Dec 05 2017
Perigean tide flooding
the Chart House patio
on Long Wharf in
Boston, WBZ, Boston

Sea Level Rise
Direct vs. Proxy
measurements
NOAA’s
Boston Tide Gauge

CO2 and Global Temperatures

411.75 ppm Feb-19

NOAA Earth System
Research Laboratory

‘They can’t predict the weather next week what
do they know about the climate in 20 years’

IPCC (2013)

R
Ground
water

Global vs. Relative SLR

R
Δ Ocean Currents

Subsidence/
Uplift

R

↑Temps

G

Melting
Ice

G

epa.gov

Quick Quiz
A ______ft rise in MSL would enable a 10-year
storm to flood areas that today are only flooded by a
100-year storm.
a) 1
b) 1.5
c) 2
d) 2.5
e) 3

A 100-year storm…
A 100-year return frequency event
1% return frequency event
Return Frequency

10-yr

Elevation (ft)

8.6

100 Δ
500 Δ
yr 10 v 100 yr 100 v 500
9.5
~1.0
10.20
0.70

Orton, P., et al., Boston Coastal Flooding Analysis and Mapping

Back to back nor’easter
storms slam
Massachusetts
March 08, 2018, Boston
Globe

Mapping Storm-Tide (Inundation) Pathways
MAPPING VS
& MODELING
1. Useful AND usable to local entities/managers
2. Address current and future concerns
3. Little, to no, computing resources
4. Increase resiliency and autonomy

- Town of Provincetown
- Town of Truro
- NWS

- Town of Nantucket

LIDAR

Downtown Provincetown

Surging Seas (http://sealevel.climatecentral.org/)

11.5 ft (MLLW)
12.0
12.5
13.0
13.5

B

A
A

STP: 11-06
Harbor

11-06

STP: 11-07
11-07

B

ID: 11-07
N 70.1920 W 42.0501
13.7ft MLLW

Storm of Record
Provincetown
11 Feb 78 15.1 ft
04 Jan 18 15.6 ft
~ +0.5 ft

QUESTIONS?

Provincetown, MA

Community Resiliency Building | Listening Session
April 11, 2019

Agenda

 Overview of Community


Resiliency Building Workshop
Question & Answer

Note: Please utilize the notecards
available to share any concerns or ideas
that you have and would like to make
sure are documented as a part of this
process. Thank you!

Background Information

Executive Order 569



In September 2016,
Governor Charlie Baker
signed Executive Order
569, instructing state
government to provide
assistance to cities and
towns to complete climate
change vulnerability
assessments and
resiliency planning

August 2018


Governor Baker signed legislation directing
$2.4 billion to Climate Change Adaptation,
Environmental Protection and Community
Investments



$$ allocated capital for investments in
safeguarding residents, municipalities and
businesses from the impacts of climate
change, protecting environmental
resources, and improving recreational
opportunities



The $$ enables critical environmental
investments at the state and local levels
and will put into law essential components
of Governor Baker’s Executive Order 569

Photo: Mass.gov Press Release, August 2018

Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Grant Program

 The MVP grant program provides support for cities and towns in Massachusetts
to begin or continue the process of planning for resiliency

 The state awards communities with funding to complete vulnerability
assessments and develop action-oriented resiliency plans

Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Grant Program



The program helps communities
achieve the following objectives:
• Define extreme weather and
natural and climate related hazards
• Identify existing and future
vulnerabilities and strengths
• Develop and prioritize actions for
the community
• Identify opportunities to take action
to reduce risk and build resilience

MVP Planning Grant Program

 Provincetown proactively applied for
the 2017 round

 Awarded $27,500 grant
 Partnered with MVP Technical
Services provider Woodard & Curran

 Resulted in the Community
Resiliency Building Workshop,
Listening Session, Environmental
Justice Area Listening Session,
Workshop for Seasonal Residents &
Summary of Findings

Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Grant Program



MVP Principles
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community-led process that
employs local knowledge and
requires local buy-in and support
Accessible to everyone
Utilizes partnerships and leverages
existing efforts
Mainstreams climate change
See communities as local
innovators
Frames coordinated statewide
efforts

Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Grant Program

 Communities who complete the MVP
program become certified as an MVP
community and are eligible for potential
follow-up grant funding and other
opportunities.

MVP Action Grant Program







Current MVP Action Grant Program open!
Applications are Due April 19, 2019 – may be a
second round for current planning communities
where applications are due in June
Provincetown would be eligible for June because
of MVP Planning participation
Can apply for up to $2,000,000
Projects that propose nature-based solutions or
green infrastructure will receive higher scores
Eligible projects: detailed vulnerability and risk
assessment, public education and communication,
local bylaws, redesign and retrofit, nature based
storm damage protection, nature based
infrastructure, eco restoration

What Other Communities Are in the MVP Program?

Community Resiliency Building Workshop

Community Resiliency Building Workshop

Community Resiliency Building Workshop












CRB workshop held on March 15, 2019
Welcome & Overview
Each Individual Identified Challenges & Goals
Background Information About Provincetown
“Inundation Pathways” – Mark Borrelli
Characterized/Identified Natural Hazards
Identified Community Vulnerabilities & Strengths
“The Shifting Sand of Provincetown” - Greg Berman
Identified & Prioritized Community Actions
CRB Workshop Recap & Wrap Up

Community Resiliency Building Workshop - Matrix

Community Resiliency Building Workshop

Community Resiliency Building Workshop - Objectives

 The CRB was designed to help
communities achieve the following
objectives:
• Define extreme weather and natural and
climate related hazards
• Identify existing and future vulnerabilities
and strengths
• Develop and prioritize actions for the
community
• Identify opportunities to take action to
reduce risk and build resilience

We worked together to….







Understand connections between ongoing
community issues, climate change, natural hazards
and local planning and actions
Understand how climate change will exacerbate or
lead to new community issues, hazards and
challenges
Identify infrastructural, societal, environmental
vulnerabilities and strengths that help
Provincetown become more resilient
Explore nature-based solutions to build resiliency
Develop and prioritize actions that delineate next
steps for the community
Identify how Provincetown can advance actions to
reduce risks and impacts of climate change and
increase local and regional resilience

Recent Planning Efforts

Natural Hazards Impacting Provincetown















Coastal Erosion
Fire
Flood
Hurricane/Tropical Storms
Landslide
Nor’easters
High Winds
Thunderstorms
Extreme Temperatures (heat, cold)
Drought
Culvert Failure
Severe Winter Weather
Sea Level Rise
Climate Change

CRB Workshop – What We Heard From YOU!
 Challenges
 Challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flooding
Sea level rise
Preserving coastline
Maintaining business community
and property values
Sewer system vulnerability
Sand management
Erosion
Management development
pressures and fragile natural
environment
Geographic vulnerability
Redundant water (and
groundwater contamination)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Isolation
Evacuation (Route 6)
Inadequate drainage
Prioritizing needs
Resources (staff, financial)
to address needs
Preservation town character
Building consensus
Long term economic
position
Storm mitigation
Zoning bylaws need
updating

CRB Workshop – What We Heard From YOU!
 Goals
 Goals
• Hear others concerns and learn
• Think about solutions
• Contribute to defining protective
measures for the community
• Proactive planning and build
connections
• Understand community options for
improved resiliency and the path
forward
• Community concerns about
vulnerable areas
• Prevent future structural damage
• Identify talking points to share with
others and engage

• Improved understanding of
community challenges
• Identify practical solutions that will
work
• Focus on nature based solutions
• Start small and lead to larger
results
• Learn - what can I do?
• Build community
• Be educated
• Witness the process
• Leave the workshop feeling
positive
• Start to develop a long term plan

Community Resiliency Building Workshop - Outcomes

 Top Natural Hazards
Identified By Participants
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flooding
Sea Level Rise
Severe Storms/Wind
Coastal Erosion
Drought
Fire
Extreme Heat/Cold

CRB Workshop – Infrastructure Vulnerabilities

 Utilities
• Sewer System
• Water System
• Power Supply

 MacMillan Pier
 Airport
 Residential
Structures

 Roadways

Emergency
 Sewer System
Services
 Coast Guard Station  Waterfront
 Transportation Routes Structures
 Municipal Structures  Communication
 Access to Shelters

CRB Workshop – Societal Vulnerabilities










Food
Medicine
Health Care
Freshwater Shortage &
Backup
Shelters
Communications
Elevating Homes
Availability of First
Responders
Economic Impacts to
Homes and Businesses











Summer
Evacuations/Tourism
Environmental and Health
Concerns Including
Chemical Hazards
Pet Evacuation
Environmental Justice
Populations
Religious Groups
Other Vulnerable
Populations
Regional Collaboration
Education and Engagement
Isolation

CRB Workshop – Environmental Vulnerabilities

 Fire
 Hazardous Materials &
Chemical Releases

 Disposal Storm Debris
 Sewer & Water
 Wildlife
 Emergency Staging Areas
 Erosion
 Loss of Vegetation, Trees
 Salt Water Corrosion

 Harbor Pollution
 Beach Closures
 Ground Water Quality
 Dune Systems
 Harbor Water Quality
 Wind Impacts
 Coastal Management
 Soil Retention/Stability
 Contamination

CRB Workshop – Infrastructure Strengths











Public Sewer
Public Water
Communication from DPW
Police, Fire, Rescue
Existing Developed Property
Contributing to Tax Base
Roads | Evacuation Routes
Municipal Structures | Town Hall
Access to Shelter
MacMillan Pier and Airport (supply line
access if needed)
Coast Guard

CRB Workshop – Societal Strengths

 Communication
 First Responders
 Access to Healthcare
 Economic Impact of Homes and







Businesses
Faith Groups
Emergency Management
Regional Collaboration
Education & Engagement
Community
Tourism Population

CRB Workshop – Environmental Strengths

 Wildlife
 Emergency Staging Areas
 Existing Natural Areas (Trees,








Vegetation)
Coastal Wetlands
Dune Systems
Wind as a Renewable Resource
Coastal Protection
Beaches
Sand Transport
National Seashore & Open Space

Community Resiliency Building Workshop - Outcomes

 Top 3 Recommendations to Improve Resiliency
• Used Dot Exercise to refine the top priorities
Rank
1

Action
Utilities (Sewer, Water, Septic, Drainage)
(received 78 dots)

Maintain, upgrade, hardening and reinforcing existing
utilities.

2

Beach Management & Nourishment and
Coastal Infrastructure
(received 47 dots)

Developing a comprehensive beach sediment and
nourishment plan focused on shoreline management
and sand management is critical.

3

Natural Infrastructure Solutions
(received 44 dots)

Focusing on natural infrastructure solutions throughout
the community including improving groundwater
conditions, using native trees and plants to support
drainage and improve stabilization of soils and any
future heat island impacts.

Community Resiliency Building Workshop - Outcomes

 Other Recommendations to Improve Resiliency
• Used Dot Exercise to refine the top priorities
Rank
4
5
6
7

Action
Emergency Management
(received 36 dots)
Individual Household Assessments
(received 20 dots)
Food, Medicine, Healthcare
(received 20 dots)
Shank Painter
(received 13 dots)

Develop a comprehensive evacuation and
emergency management plan.
Working with homeowners to educate them about
resiliency challenges in Provincetown
Develop a plan for both acute and chronic issues
that could occur in Provincetown and impact
access to food, medicine and healthcare.
Evaluate the Shank Painter inundation pathway.

Community Resiliency Building Workshop – Q & A

 What questions do you have?
 What comments do you have?
 Can we clarify something for you?
 What else do you want to make
sure we capture through this CRB
process?

 Do you have feedback or a
question you would like to submit
via notecard?

Next Steps









Conduct workshop with Environmental Justice area residents
Conduct workshop with seasonal residents
Finalize CRB report and submit to EEA
Upon review of CRB report by EEA, become a Certified MVP
Community
Seek out and apply for funding opportunities through grant programs
for MVP communities (next opportunity June 2019!)
Seek out and continue to apply for funding opportunities through
other grant programs – CZM, PDM, FMA
Prepare annual progress reports on MVP Implementation progress
Continue to communicate with and engage Provincetown community
in resiliency discussions and decisions

Thank You!

The Shifting Sand of Provincetown
Greg Berman
(Woods Hole Sea Grant & Cape Cod Cooperative Extension)
March 15, 2019

Glacial History

25,000 yr ago
400’ below SL, ~1 mile thick
By ~ 15,000 ice was gone.

11,000 years ago

(Shaw et al., 2002)

6,000 years ago

Present Day

General Coastal Processes

Longshore Sediment Transport

Direction of
Longshore Current

Direction of
Longshore Current
Deposition
Erosion
Coastal Structure

Downdrift

Longshore Sediment Transport

Longshore Sediment Transport

Longshore Sediment
Transport

Longshore Sediment Transport

Longshore Sediment Transport

Google Earth Engine: Timelapse is a global, zoomable video that lets you see how the Earth has
changed over the past 32 years. It is made from 33 cloud-free annual mosaics, one for each year
from 1984 to 2016, which are made interactively explorable by Carnegie Mellon University
CREATE Lab's Time Machine library.

General Coastal Processes

Coastal Processes: Barrier Migration
Perpendicular to Shore

Overwash: Storms push sand across
the island and into the lagoon area
beyond. Barrier `rolls over on itself.‘

Coastal Processes: Barrier Migration
Perpendicular to Shore

Adapted from http://www.nasa.gov/vision/earth/lookingatearth/katrina_poststorm.html

Peggotty Beach 2016
Video by Peter Miles

Perpendicular Transport…….Blocked
input

1.3mi

What is Erosion?

It’s all sediment transport!
What is Erosion???..... just more leaving than coming in
Accretion

Dynamic Equilibrium

Erosion

Living with Erosion

1. Erosion of glacial landforms is the MOST important source of
sediment for dunes and beaches in Massachusetts.
2. Wind and waves then transport sediment.
3. Without erosion and then longshore re-deposition there would be
no beaches.

Living with Erosion

1. Erosion of glacial landforms is the MOST important source of
sediment for dunes and beaches in Massachusetts.
2. Wind and waves then transport sediment.
3. Without erosion and then longshore re-deposition there would be
no beaches.

WHAT STRATEGIES INCREASE
COASTAL RESILIENCY ON CAPE
COD?

The Spectrum of Coastal Erosion Control Methods
•
•
•
•
•

Do nothing
Vegetation
Re-grade
Managed retreat
Beach nourishment = Fill of a CRA

Sacrificial

Photo Credit: Ted Keon

Cobble (Mixed)

Photo Credit: CZM

The Spectrum of Coastal Erosion Control Methods
•
•
•
•
•

Popponesset Beach

Do nothing
Vegetation
Re-grade
Managed retreat
Beach nourishment
South Cape Beach

Before
After

Repair
Before
After

Repair

The Spectrum of Coastal Erosion Control Methods
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Do nothing
Vegetation
Re-grade
Managed retreat
Beach nourishment
Sand fencing
Fiber rolls
Coir Envelopes

C E S
Groin

Jetty

•

Sand Bags

•

Gabion

•

Breakwater / Sill

•

Revetment

1.3mi

Beach loss eventually occurs in front of a
seawall for a beach experiencing net longterm
retreat.

A beach undergoing net longterm retreat will
maintain its natural width.

Images adapted from Natural Hazard Considerations for Purchasing
Coastal Real Estate in Hawaii - A Practical Guide of Common
Questions and Answers, by University of Hawaii Sea Grant College
Program, 2006.
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Re-grade
Managed retreat
Beach nourishment
Sand fencing
Fiber rolls
Coir Envelopes

C E S
Groin

Jetty

•

Sand Bags

•

Gabion

•

Breakwater / Sill

•

Revetment

•

Seawall
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Sediment Management On Cape Cod
$30 million Winthrop Beach Project, DCR

Sediment Management On Cape Cod

Sediment Management On Cape Cod

Images from the 10/2010 Report of the CRWG to
the Falmouth BOS

Sediment Management On Cape Cod

09/29/2015 - 01/15/2016 - 10/12/2017

Sediment Management On Cape Cod
Chatham - Andrew Harding’s Beach

Photo Credit: Ted Keon

July 2005

Sediment Management On Cape Cod
Chatham - Andrew Harding’s Beach

Photo Credit: Ted Keon

July 2011

Sediment Management On Cape Cod
The only constant is change:
2007 inlet =

April 2011

Photo Credit: Ted Keon

bad for Scatteree,
good for Andrew Harding

Sediment Management On Cape Cod
Chatham – Cockle Cove

Sandwich – Town Neck

Sandwich – Town Neck

Sandwich – Town Neck
Video by Peter Traykovski, WHOI

Sandwich – Town Neck
Video by Peter Traykovski, WHOI , Image by Issac Benaka

Sandwich – Town Neck
$2.7 million for 110,000 cy in 2016

ACOE Section 111 Study (which town pays for)

5/2015
10/2016
2/2018
4/2017
10/2018

Victim of our own success?
Land-use change, population 4.75x 1950s
1954

1952

Keep in mind:
•Assess local erosion and flooding
•Evaluate hazards & management
•Incorporate higher projected SL in coastal designs
•Avoid vulnerable areas

woodardcurran.com

COMMITMENT & INTEGRITY DRIVE RESULTS

